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Preligens announces new SAR detection
capabilities to enable 24/7 all-weather monitoring

Preligens unveils next-generation AI analytics for SAR imagery at the GEOINT 2024 Symposium.
These new capabilities complement its historical and best-in-class Electro-Optical detectors portfolio.

PARIS, May 6th, 2024 – Preligens, a global leader in Geospatial Artificial Intelligence for Aerospace, Defense and
Government applications, today announced the launch of its new AI/ML algorithms optimized to detect and classify
aircraft and vessels on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellite images. These innovative detectors combine Preligens’
cutting-edge know-how in electro-optical (EO) imagery analytics with new SAR analytics capabilities, redefining the
state-of-the-art of AI analytics for the defense and intelligence community.

Combining AI analytics on EO and SAR images to enable 24/7 all-weather monitoring

Preligens AI detectors on EO satellite imagery are world-renowned for their performance and robustness against
challenging environmental conditions, objects obstruction or deterioration, or diversity of data sources (image providers,
resolution, NADIR angle). The new SAR analytics capabilities are built on this legacy to enable unparalleled 24/7 all-weather
analytics solutions. Beyond offering high-performance, data-agnostic SAR detectors, Preligens will advance its
state-of-the-art vision AI technology to fully leverage the complementarities between SAR and EO images, matching the
best practices and needs of the defense and intelligence community. The combination of the most performing AI detectors
on EO with these new AI detectors on SAR will empower GEOINT analysts with a full operating picture anytime, anywhere, in
any weather condition.

“All the customers who appreciate the performance of our EO detectors in real operations have expressed the need for the
complementary 24/7 all-weather monitoring capabilities offered by SAR imagery. Since optical images are more intuitive
and always used as a reference by our users, we have decided to approach SAR analytics by combining in innovative ways
the information contained in EO and SAR images. This announcement underscores our commitment to pushing the
boundaries of innovation in geospatial artificial intelligence and our dedication to bringing our clients the best performing
solutions.” said Jean-Yves Courtois, CEO of Preligens.

An operational aircraft detector

As a first step in an ambitious EO+SAR AI analytics roadmap, Preligens releases a first aircraft detector able to detect all
aircraft on high resolution SAR images. Demonstrating already great performance, Preligens will continue to enhance and
refine the detector with plans to incorporate aircraft classification and more features in the near future. In addition to this
aircraft detector, a lineup of other detectors are currently being developed with a vessel detector to be released by the end of
year.

The aircraft detector was developed after Preligens joined Capella’s Analytics Partner Program in order to accelerate the
development of its new SAR analytics solutions by getting primary access to large volumes of high-quality archive data,
which is key for developing robust AI analytics. As a Certified Partner, Preligens also gets access to Capella’s tasking
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capabilities to validate and demonstrate the new SAR detectors on data that is timely and relevant to the worldwide defense
and intelligence users.

Preligens intends to forge other partnerships with the leading commercial SAR data providers, in order to deliver its
landmark data-agnostic best-in-class performance to its users.

Preligens will showcase its SAR detectors for the first time at 2024 GEOINT Symposium in Kissimmee, Florida. For a
live demo, come and meet Preligens’ team on booth #1401.

About Preligens:

Preligens was founded in 2016 by two French engineers, Arnaud Guérin and Renaud Allioux, on the belief that without the
contribution of artificial intelligence, intelligence professionals would no longer be able to cope with the exponential flow of
defense and intelligence data, especially those made available by the significant investments made each year in sensors.
Preligens is now a global leader in artificial intelligence for geospatial data in aerospace, defense, and government
applications.

Based in Paris, Rennes, and Washington D.C. (USA), Preligens counts over 250 employees, forming the largest AI team on
high-end vision and acoustics in the Western world. The performance and precision of Preligens' solutions are
internationally recognized and field-proven, enabling users to apprehend and understand complex operational situations at
the speed of need.

For more information, visit the website https://www.preligens.com/en/
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Sophie Hue
sophie.hue@preligens.com
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